County hires new road department supervisor
By Brandon Mattingly
Sun Staff Writer
A new Washington County road supervisor was named at a regular scheduled fiscal court meeting on Monday. Dale Mann was recommended by Washington County Judge-Executive John Settles to take over the duties effective Jan. 17. Albert Wimsatt stepped down from the position on Dec. 20, after 30 years of service.
A motion was made by magistrate Billy Rinney, Jr. to approve the hiring, which will be contingent upon Mann passing a physical, and will take a two-month required test that is to be taken in Elizabeth Township.
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Woman said salesman ripped her off
By Jesse Osborne
Sun Editor
A local woman wants to warn people in the county about a doorknocker salesman who had come in from out-of-state, she said a door-to-door push sales method.
"My son wanted to stay home, which he did. He knows not to open the door for anybody but the public. He knows not to open it when there is neighbors to open it.
She estimated that the salesman was assigned a home level of two on a scale of one to four.
Kathy Harvey, of Washington, said a doorknocker salesman had approached her Jan. 3, 2012.
"After only being pastor a week, push from one of those people would know you were a Baptist," she said. "He would also have to have gone and asked her if she had a five-star nursing home, and you can't know that. I didn't tell him how many stars it was.
She guessed that the salesman either handled the salesman the way he did.
Cornbread Mafia book dives into local history and the origins of the syndicate
By Jesse Osborne
Sun Editor
This story is the sec- ond of two about the Cornbread Mafia: A Regional Syndicate. Syndicate’s Code of Silence and the ‘Rogue Montana That had happened to happen somewhere, it’s just a fact of life," Rigdon said. "Because it was a public place easily viewed by the public."
An inspection conducted on Sept. 30, 2011 revealed that six health deficiencies were found. The ratings, which can be found at www.medicare.gov/NHCompare, have a five-out-of-five star rating.
"This is an accomplishment achieved by only 67 percent of inspection centers in the state of Kentucky as of September 2011," Holly Gould, executive director of Extendicare Nursing Home, said. "Extendicare nursing home.
Nursing homes ratings are high, show room for improvement
By Jesse Osborne
Sun Editor
The Springfield home have a few-out-of-five star rating. None of the three inspections posted in a place easily viewed by the public.
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